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Covid-19 Vaccinations in Kentucky: What Class Am I
DISCLAIMER: The information in this document may change over time with new information and
developments. All content and materials are for general information purposes only. It does not provide,
and is not intended to constitute, legal advice. Important: As necessary, dealers should consult an
attorney familiar with dealership operations, Federal, State and/or local laws at issue.
As the Covid-19 vaccination process begins to roll out in Kentucky, many employers are wondering
when their employees will be eligible to receive vaccinations. While we expect the transition between the
classes of individuals established by the Cabinet for Health and Family Services to be relatively slow we
do believe that dealer employees can, at a minimum, be deemed Group 1(c) essential workers because of
their role in the transportation industry.
At present, the classifications in Kentucky are as follows:

The Commonwealth specifically includes individuals employed in transportation and logistics to be
essential workers. When essential business status first became an issue in Spring 2020, auto sales was
deemed an essential business and its employees essential workers by the Department of Homeland
Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (“CISA”), which deemed them necessary for

the facilitation of transportation un the United States (https://www.cisa.gov/publication/guidance-essentialcritical-infrastructure-workforce). Kentucky has previously relied upon the CISA list in establishing what
sectors are essential and exempting them from closure orders. As such, we believe that auto dealers and
their employees fall within the Group (c) with respect to vaccination eligibility.
Although it varies from county to county, most counties are currently delivering vaccinations to
Group 1(a) and beginning to schedule vaccinations from Group 1(b). Group 1(c) is not expected to receive
the vaccine until Spring 2021 at the earliest. We do, however, encourage you to be in touch with your local
health department, because some departments have delivered vaccinations “out of order” in order to make
sure no doses go to waste. At a minimum, it is critical that you remain aware of the progress your local
health department is making with respect to administering the vaccine so that you and your staff can receive
the vaccine at the earliest possible date.
For further information or questions, please contact any of your Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC
automotive team:
Sarah Bishop (; (502) 875-6245);
Ron Smith (; (317) 822-6787); or
Joel Nagle (; (317) 822-6784).
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